Van Lint and Tonchev (1993, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 62, 252 260) described a sufficient condition for the non-embeddability of a quasi-derived design into a symmetric balanced incomplete block design. In this paper, by using the notion of incomplete designs, this criterion is changed to find certain quasi-derived designs in some special cases. Many infinite series of non-embeddable quasi-derived designs are thus constructed.
INTRODUCTION
We assume that the reader is familiar with some basic concepts in design theory. For general information and notations see [1] .
Given a symmetric balanced incomplete block (BIB) design D, SB(k, *; v), and a block B in D, removing B and all its treatments from the remaining blocks yields a BIB design B(k&*, *; v&k) which is called residual (with respect to B). Similarly, the treatments of B and the intersections of B with the remaining blocks form a BIB design B(*, *&1; k) which is called derived. In general a BIB design B(k, *; v) with parameters v, b, r, k, * satisfying r=k+* is called quasi-residual, while a BIB design B(k, *; v) with *=k&1 is called quasi-derived.
Van Lint [2] made a systematic investigation about the problem of the non-trivial non-embeddability of the quasi-residual and quasi-derived designs, i.e., given a quasi-residual or quasi-derived design, whether it is embeddable as a residual or derived design into a symmetric BIB design whose existence can not be excluded by the Bruck Chowla Ryser Theorem? Note that the notion``quasi-residual'' and``quasi-derived'' are not essentially different, as pointed out by Van Lint and Tonchev [4] , since replacing a symmetric design by its complement transforms its residual designs into derived designs and vice versa. Many people have contributed to this problem since then and have found many individual examples and several infinite series of non-embeddable designs; see, for example, [2 4, 7 12] . In particular, van Lint and Tonchev [4] described a way of determining whether a BIB design B(k, k&1; v) can be embeddable as a derived design into a symmetric BIB design SB(v, k; v(v&1)Âk+1) as follows. Theorem 1.1 [4] . Let D be a B(k, k&1; v) containing a B(k, k&1; v 0 ) as a subdesign. A necessary condition for D to be embeddable as a derived design into a symmetric BIB design SB(v, k; v(v&1)Âk+1) is that
By taking v 0 =k+1, they showed the following. Theorem 1.2 [4] . Let D be a B(k, k&1; v) containing a B(k, k&1; k+1) as a subdesign. Then D is non-embeddable as a derived design into a symmetric BIB design SB(v, k; v(v&1)Âk+1) provided that
Using the criterion of Theorem 1.1 or 1.2, they constructed some series of non-embeddable B(k, k&1; v). In this paper, we consider the nonembeddability of B(k, k&1; v) which contains a subdesign B(k, k&1; v 0 ) where v=(k&1) v 0 +1. By using the notion of an``incomplete'' design, we turn this problem to that of finding some quasi-derived design B(k, k&1; v 0 ) with k<v 0 <2k&1, which is rather easy. Many infinite series of non-embeddable derived designs are constructed by this approach.
QUASI-DERIVED DESIGNS WITH MAXIMAL SUBDESIGNS
If a B(k, *; v 0 ) (Y, B) is a subdesign of a B(k, *; v) (X, A), namely, Y/X and B/A, by comparing the number of pairs contained in X&Y and the number of pairs appearing in the blocks which intersect Y, we have
which implies that v (k&1) v 0 +1. If v=(k&1) v 0 +1, the subdesign is said to be maximal.
Now we investigate the condition of non-embeddability of quasi-derived designs, that is, *=k&1, which contain maximal subdesigns. The condition of Theorem 1.1 is checked as follows.
which is negative if and only if k<v 0 <2k&1. This with Theorem 1.1 implies the following. We can simplify the construction of B(k, k&1; v) which meet Theorem 2.1 by using the notion of an``incomplete'' BIB design. Let X be a set of v treatments and Y be a subset of w treatments, and further A be a collection of k-subsets of X called blocks such that every pair of distinct treatments with at least one treatment not in X&Y occurs in exactly * blocks and no block contains a pair of treatments from Y. Then the triple (X, Y, A) is called an incomplete BIB design IB(k, *; v, w) with the hole Y. Note that when a B(k, *; w) (Y, A$) really exists, (X, A _ A$) is a B(k, *; v) containing the subdesign B(k, *; w) (Y, A$).
Hence we have the following. Theorem 2.3. Let (k&2) v 0 +1 be a prime power such that 2 k<v 0 < 2k&1. Then the existence of a B(k, k&1; v 0 ) implies the existence of a B(k, k&1; (k&1) v 0 +1) which is non-embeddable as a derived design into a symmetric BIB design.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 with Lemma 2.2. K Therefore, to construct some non-embeddable quasi-derived designs, we need only to investigate the existence of some other quasi-derived designs. A recursive construction for such quasi-derived designs is given. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that when
For example, if we let k 1 =q, * 1 =1 and v 1 =q 2 , where q is a prime power, then there always exists an RB(q, 1; q 2 ) (i.e. an affine plane of order q). Then we can obtain the following by Theorem 2.5. Corollary 2.6. Let q be a prime power. Then the existence of a B(k, k&1; q) implies the existence of a quasi-derived B(kq, kq&1; q 2 ).
NON-EMBEDDABLE QUASI-DERIVED DESIGNS
In this section, we try to find BIB designs B(k, k&1; (k&1) v 0 +1) which contain maximal subdesigns B(k, k&1; v 0 ) or simply B(k, k&1; v 0 ) with k<v 0 <2k&1, and then use them to construct non-embeddable quasi-derived designs B(k, k&1; (k&1) v 0 +1).
3.1. Non-embeddable Designs B(k, k&1; k
2 )
The following is well-known.
Lemma 3.1.1. There exists a B(k, k&1; k+1) for k 2.
Proof Since 8&1=7 and 18&1=17 are primes, we can obtain the following.
Corollary 3.1.5. There exist non-embeddable B(8, 7; 64) and B(18, 17; 324).
Non-embeddable Designs from Affine Resolvable BIB Designs
Affine resolvable BIB designs can also be used to construct nonembeddable designs. An affine resolvable BIB design ARB(k, *; v) is a B(k, *; v) such that the collection of blocks can be partitioned into parallel classes each of which partitions the set of treatments, and that b=v+r&1, where b is the number of all blocks and r is the number of the blocks containing any treatment. A good survey on this topic can be found in [6] .
A classical example of an affine resolvable BIB design is provided by the family of all hyperplanes in an n-dimensional affine geometry (n 2) over a finite field GF(q). The parameters of this design are k=q n&1 , *=(q n&1 &1)Â(q&1) and v=q n , where q is a prime power and n 2 an integer.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let q be a prime power. Then there exists a B(q s+1 (q&1), q s+1 (q&1)&1; q s+2 ) for s 0.
Proof. This is the complement of the affine resolvable BIB design mentioned above. K Thus Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.2.1 yield the following. 
Non-embeddable Designs from Van Trung's Quasi-residual Designs
As can be easily seen, quasi-derived and quasi-residual designs are mutually complementary (see, for example, [12] ). Hence we can get BIB designs B(k, k&1; v 0 ) with k<v 0 <2k&1 from the corresponding quasiresidual designs B(v 0 &k, *; v 0 ) with v 0 >2k$+1 for k$=v 0 &k. Van Trung [11, 12] constructed many such quasi-residual designs which can be utilized to illustrate the construction of non-embeddable quasi-derived designs in Theorem 2.3. Now we list some series of quasi-derived designs where the corresponding complementary quasi-residual designs can be found in [12] , and then by applying Theorem 2.3, we can obtain some series of non-embeddable quasiderived designs. Lemma 3.3.5. Let q#3 mod 4 be a prime power. Then there exists a B ((q+1)(q+2)Â2, q(q+3)Â2; (q+1) 2 ).
Theorem 3.3.6. Let q#3 mod 4 and (q 2 +3q&2)(q+1) 2 Â2+1 be both prime powers. Then there exists a non-embeddable B((q+1)(q+2)Â2, q(q+3)Â2; q(q+1) 2 (q+3)Â2+1).
Lemma 3.3.7. Let q be a Mersenne prime and s 1. Then there exists a B((2q&1)(q+1)
Theorem 3.3.8. Let q be a Mersenne prime and
2s +1 be a prime power for s 1. Then there exists a non-
Lemma 3.3.9. Let q#1 mod 4 and p=q&2#3 mod 4 be both prime powers. Then there exists a B(q 2s&1 (q+1)Â2, q 2s&1 (q+1)Â2&1; q 2s ) for s 1. 
Non-embeddable Designs by Composition Method
As can be seen at the end of Section 2, quasi-derived designs can be constructed recursively. This allows us to be able to produce more nonembeddable quasi-derived designs, as the following shows.
First we want to simplify the condition in Theorem 2.5 when the resolvable BIB design RB(k 1 , * 1 ; v 1 ) is an affine resolvable BIB design ARB(q n&1 , (q n&1 &1)Â(q&1); q n ), n 2, as mentioned in Subsection 3.2. In this case, the condition * 1 * 2 (v 1 &k 1 )=k 1 
), which means * 2 =k 2 &1. Therefore we can obtain the following.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let q be a prime power and s 2. Then the existence of a quasi-derived design B(k$, k$&1; q) implies the existence of a quasi-derived design B(k$q s&1 , k$q s&1 &1; q s ). Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3 with Lemma 3.4.6. K
QUASI-DERIVED DESIGNS WITH SOME SUBDESIGN
We here investigate the non-embeddability of a quasi-derived design B(k, k&1; v) which contains a subdesign B(k, k&1; v 0 ) such that v=(k&1) v 0 +k. This subdesign may be called almost maximal.
In this case, the condition of Theorem 1.1 can be rewritten as follows. Since (k+1&-k 2 +6k&7)Â2 (k+1&-k 2 +2k+1)Â2=0, and k+1=
(k+1+-k In fact, Theorem 4.1 can work for k 4. When k=4 and 5, there are no integral parameters in possible designs. The smallest possible example of such designs is the B(6, 5; 51) containing a subdesign B(6, 5; 9). Unfortunately we are not able to construct these quasi-derived designs even the possible example mentioned above. However, we may conjecture that most of such quasi-derived designs exist and that Theorem 4.1 thus produces more new non-embeddable quasi-derived designs, for example, the non-embeddable B(6, 5; 51).
